
‘ + 3rd part of Argument Fols what ois has 

\ us s eetentiants" vetaeans,, or Jeli 3 it Like it a BF 

_ In any proceeding, to a UeSree the judge becomes the creature ofc captive of the 

litigants and is dependant upon the integrity of their wordg, citations of law, authority 

and most of all Fact. With regard to nipidions like those of plaintiff's and def endants'! 

) now before this Cours, i seems to plaintiff feat this is more ‘than: usualy ‘eras 

because so much depends upon the representations ‘of what ig fact and what the law 

and ‘regulations are, ‘particularl y as they address. the question, is" ‘there ¢ any ny genuine 

  

- issue as s to any m material fact +6 With both sides alleging ‘there is “not ¢ and “each | claiming 

that it is i of his i tion that there is “not, ‘the Court is thus confronted 

with choices of which to believe or to decide to believe neither and set a hearing, 

| The disparity between the litigants may adversely influence the Yourt to lean 
A 

. 

— tiore heavily “on the given word of defendants becguse of their high station in both ~~ ~~~ 

‘“overnticnt and national life. Relatively speaking, tho defendants are of eminent-- ~~~ — 
__/ position-and plaintiff is mknown, perhaps regarded as iconoctast or off=beat because ~~~ 

Li
t 

4 
C ofthe subject-of his interest; the intensity with -which-he- pursues it;-and the~passion- ~~ 

nnn tag -engenders- in-hin,-often- reflected in his manner-of “expressions The- ehotee-here-is-——— 

| an of liw- —-~—-..- be tween-_these-—of-hivh-station -and -‘nownand tae unknown,.between hich ‘Station and—loss, - 

| 
~—~----betweenGovernment_and.all_its majesty.andpower.and_a_single stranger. Walwen—to the 

= _.__ Court_and_of_no_special importance to ite 

—_.__.._Most_of_all, before a Court of law, is this disparity marked when on the one side _ 

  

counsel. is_the United States Department of Justice and the United States Attorney and m th 

_ tn an ordinary man trying to act as his own lawyer, only too aware of the maxim akewtx _ 

) _ bawingzusfombxturxaxehiontex that he who has _hinself | 2 ‘or a client has a z ool for a client. 

  

    Plaint tiff is aware that _thét n mere length of plaintiff's presentation may tend to mee " - 

—_ him’ as a fool, f or > thé wom ‘Nxpk amount of Work therein represented, especially t to a man of — 

no} means im influence, ; is } considerable. The Court may wonder why va nobody would exert 

) this great effort, why ne consider pe werd such effort, ¢ or even if it is a Metts 

uate to I se ay by Seay 4 all =— noms can the ) Vourt oe an andefendent Opinion, -_——}-—____- ee een —— i api ES GS asin sean } 

1d



  

bearing with them the full accreditation of the highest federal reputation in the law, 

been addressed and to be able to spare the Court needless repetitions — pa L 

——— “ 
did represent +to_this court{with the sources cited(and tue meanings given $/ 

IiI-2 

and plaintiff is aware that even if the Court has an interest in the subject matter, 

--the-folune-of--these-wordscan_bea-severe burden upon the Court..Plaintiff has heard, 

-whether.or-not rightly, that the .vourt is not required to read the various. papers _ 

presented.to it and thet brevity is therefor its own merit. Perhaps when the opposing 

counsel in this instant case are so markedly unequal, on the one side all the legal 

_brains ad resources and capabilities of the most powerful government in history, 
ZS 

_and on the other a non-lawyer, a mere minor suxivemmer scrivener, way the-zkeer 

; volume alone | be an insurmountable diability to Plaintiff. : 

_ but it is _precisel y ‘these Ynequalities, plus the regard es has =o or ee 

subject atten, *HRSFERY ghee ee of es Leia apes him to | Eake this 

tine, — this (cosely GEEOn Us If plaintiff is to ‘prevail, as he believes he should 

ane nae fact and law being « as > hey not those who represent 1 the eld, ‘tell gis. 

Yourt, the onl y way he @n overcome these iabilit ties is by running fhe oe of. 

— a eae of wands ¢ in ie hope that the Court will Soar to mine he: gem of truth, 

There is no way in which plaintiff can surmount his handicaps except by making | a 

as complete a record as is “within: his capability. This he ‘attempts. | Le ‘that end, he 
. _.. defendants! — ae 

“herewith addresses: the integrity of ee representations offact, law and ‘regulation, 

. “hoping that with 1 no ‘time for review his mind is stili able to recall what has ‘already — 

- Moreoverg plaintiff had laid serious charges against defendants and their counsel, ~ 

7 pansies . } from simple omission (which tous Court of law plaintiff regards as a-cutpabie~ ~~ 

      

_ thing if it is, as plaintiff believes, deliberate), through omission that-amounts~to--—-— 

~ deliberate misrepresentation, deception of the Court; an-attempt ~to-defraud—plaintiff,—-— 
bene 

~ and” ta false swearing that can-constitute perjury. Beeause—these-are-themos+-serious—.. 

~~charges;-it—is incumbent -upon-plaintiff -to-put- this Court—in-a-—positionto_make independer 

—~assessnent—of--the-—-eredibility of ¢ defendants! presentation to this Court as well as. 

~ hy def endants'intent...Therefore, in what follows /plaintiff will compare what_defendants' 
  

   
    



  

; insert on . BRON EEE 

  

, The language | of H. eo 3 addresses the meaning of the law and the intent of the 

vongress on aust this | point 

moat a réquéal f or inversion ! is denied by an agency » subordinate the person _ 

—thuking. the request. is entitled to prompt review.) - ee a 

Neither a three-month delay nor a a tots = three weeks after the 2 filing ¢ of a 

complaint meet this requirement. 

This requirement is emphasized in the Attorney General's Memorandum, where it is — 

quoted on “page 28, “and by 4] the added “Infiguage of this Memorandum,"Every effort should be~ 

_ made * 5 ‘avoid eNcumbering the applicant's path ‘with procedural obstaclese..' Ht poetys Se 

pre will eatin, Aw. agin vardlin, <a ON pg ulerare, 

ea < + she = ~ ee a _ _ 

. Jo Oo



  
  

  

  

  

, insert on a 1 length appeal 

B 

- There are 12 paragraphs in plaintiff's appeal. Of these, nine refer to requests ~~~ 

made aud weraeets Obviohsly, such selection and extremely limited quotation of it cannot~-~- 

possibly be faithful to it, least of in a-representation ofthe “ifiatefial facts as 

to which there is no genuine issue™s = oe 

)  
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fist 

fe Gi a single statement in defendants! ate Puck we and truthful fro Leen ww 
OF hark’ §toumut df Merry al F “ Zo 
J} | The first papers in support of the Motion is labelled as a "Statement of Material — 

_¥acts as to which There is No Genuine Issue." Aside from its lack of faithfulness and 

fidelity, this representation om tes to the point of deceiving the Court, what is most ay 

material, The law imposes a burden on 1 plaintiff, = begin with weques ting one _Bublic 

information, then, if comer, ie appe al a so y Borle Becausé ee statement om 

the “Heneriet facta makes no reference to the arduous ehiaEts 5 DEpeeReutee 3 in pisaneeet 

  

meg ees planta presents a summary of them to the Court. Aside from verbal requests 

going back to the rirst of November, 1966, in hak § case | meade to the then-Archivist in 

person, these requests, Deginning + with December 1, 1963, aaencoreemiateiies 

‘andl Hie tladively few responses, some months ‘ong in being matte to sail 25. Of these, 

plaintiff's " : le tters to “the: Government ‘total ‘16. Of the “overnments nine ‘letters, 

a only fou our were “written prior to the filing ‘of. ‘the. complaint. “The single one fi plaintifr's 
sae Lo rte hap. 

letters quoted 2 

  

patting (and 

a a defendants are so unfaithful with that letter they even misdate it), One of defendants" 

~~ letters only is quotated. Its GlesOserving character béomés obvious when it is recalled 

~ that there was no “peaphise of any Kind to plaintiff's appeal under the law witil this 

~léttery written about three months after the eames 

  

“appeal was made and not until” 

ei days after “the complaint was fited. That single one-of defendants’ letter is-a~ 

falsity; as previously set forth, and is the gxusme grossest nisrepresentation- of fumxykh 

~everything; ‘the- previous correspondence-on-both--sides~and--the-appeal-to-which it- pretends- 

~-vesponse-and-pretends non-re jection, Jhe-obvious-purpose -of -the-latter—dishmesty...__- 

a — teins either to-deceive. this Vourt.or to defraud plaintiff,.Clearly,.this Court. was. in. —— 

/__the mind of the authorg or authors_of that misrepresentation. This is no less guicens _ 

sees eae EAM Ieerense because the law The} ) and all else relevant stipulate_ bromptness_ in 

Nd Ear 3A G qvieyous ™ 
___ handling appeals, as heretofore itede Nor is it less ‘drevous—to quate ou. of context, 

_to make the words quoted appear to mean other than what that actually say and meen __ 
_by onissionfiot the relevant, which is what here v was done. — 5955, —— 

wee w J Bare first BGeh omission a, Gidea biicical thts Court he ta that Plaintiff had actually ©
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appealed earlier and, in effect, on several occasions. The Archivist's personal acknowled-— 

+. Bem. dgement_of this has already been quoted, Plaintiff's formal appeal of vune 20, 1960, _ 

_was, then edited to accomplish two deceptions which amount to frauds: to tmake it appear 

that plaintiff had requested and been refused less than is the case} and that he 

_had_been given access to this public onformation, which is false. 

   

    

5 Thus, the first _ editing of plaintiff's " ppeal sto this Court ends with three dots, This 

oo eliminati A 5 that the truth of 1 wh ch ba the been Fe tren the ixchiviet's letter: 

".eeanticipating that these requests would be rejected, I asked that if rejected, 
- ~ seebe forwarded to you as wy appeal under jor regulations as a necessary prereguisite 

_to invoking of 2 U. es hs 292000" 

4“ ‘Plaintier a ese eneetueted delay in . handling s his appeal, so. er ies 

a of what they ey also omit, that if there was no response ° within a reasonable ‘ines ; 

: plaintife would be forced to ppdeaetl with ‘filing ras) consider, ‘He ‘sulmite to eae 

Court th that aft ter all +e gather de dehava, Hs waiting ae to file this - ins stant 

action is svidenge ‘that he sought to avoid it and gave defendants | more than ample. ‘time 

      

a “The editing of the second quotation is designed to make tw appear that pldintiff's 
" pequests were grantedf. ASXEHAE s defendants presented it to this Yourt, it 

redds: : pn a 

oS ' "I have been provided... copies of photographs of some of the Président's ~~~ 
ee eS 2g 

  The omissions say the opposite, that rather than plaintiff's request being ~~~ 

an aman thar Se pl “Cconpliied with he was given nothing of any vaiue jae thosesonty” ‘copies ofthe 

~~~pictures. The first omission reads,"-with-utterly-meaningless",—the-seeond,-those——-—-- 

~~~ghowing-no-detail, nothing but-—gore,—or-—thesel! —(+the- -1aghification—of—which was. impossible) 

pen -The- first-omission—is. designed tolendan-_air-of truthfulness to defendants! 

ow CONtrived.claimthat. a darnaanimamnnaiases:, ae 

APMLEW Lhe phate a —Yedneceldd litian,. the second to make it_apoear that he had | vente Saee aes=he Fequested 

until jad 
whereas he had been dniformly and undeviatingly refused and rejected. The relevance of __ 

“A 

-_._... this_misrepresentation of what plaintiff actually wrote and said is clear in defendants!  



J 
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false representations of Beang entitled to judgement in their favor because they 

claimed to have complied with the lew, “that "there is no genuine issue as to any material 

fact." Could this have been. claimed to this Court without denying it the ppoof af 

the Tlfsity of both claims, by editing @acrexsnndee cesponderce request as they weEe to edit law 

) and regulations. a 

“The “intent to deckave and defraiid is made more clear with selective quotatis n of the 

“delayed TESponse, | oo hides from the court, two things: that plaintiff's requests for- 

cee Udit» 
———epoptes- of what ges withheld-was without deviation: rejected-and that -this-xr 

4 The deeeftygr thaso fsbeud 
~—-the rappeal -was not nade/until-21- days after filing-the-ecomplaint. ee th Seseae. is-—"— 

m 4 Afpentaptr! 
+ Ch caneatincoeckaneueedefendants- -language-on page sixoftheés "Hemorandum-in Support", 

—reading:. po i 

a+ "Nothwithdtanding the. response of Bfchives to phaintiff's requests, he alleges in 
the complaints" 

| “| Tt 4 is a , minor pointe thee een nith regard i to who made. tho Seeginse quoted jan Et 

_ "= Gealtot "the Archives" but the S ic GSA Director of Public Affairs) | What is deception — 

is “the quoting of a self-serving, ex post facto letter written so long after filing of 

_ the complaint, hiding this fact from the UVourt, and telling the Court that Nothi thstandin; 

~~“the regpanse", plaintiff then f iled “the Comins pat a making it seém that not until 

“after receipt of ‘ee tiisguoted and Misrepresentéd Letter of response did plaintiff file 

17 

  

the complaint, which actually was filed-21- days” weeeemmpevaieeucere 

was writtens > cece ree a a a a en 

nnn hes~deception is-extended-on -the--same~page;—z 

  

ig in-carrying-the misrepresenta—- 

+ on--of--the date -of -the-rejeetionof appeal further,—with the—chhim—that certain of... 

= |_what-are-popresented -as-plaintiff's requests._were—"disposed_of by GSA" in this letter. _ 
yt 

Without, misleading the Court on the dates. jhis. spurious claim would not have been dared. _ 

____._.._That_it_is false in and of itself is not as serious as the Iisrepresetitation of the 

      ukixkuxkke claim to what was ‘disposed of" | 
tw 

___to the date of filing the instant complaint. No such dm "disposal" was possible after _   
filing of the complaint, short of BEIPEESESS wih, there hag never Liha
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The misrepresentation in the GSA September 17, 1970 letter reflecting plaintiff's 

requests and of if at this point, especially in the meaning inferred to the long final 

~ quotation, ‘has already be adundantly exposed. It refuses plaintiff's requests save for 

the one made written acknolwedge’ of what is hidden in the acknow- — 

  

+) ledgement, that despite all the coutzary representations to this Court, exactly “what ~~ 

' plaintiff asked and was refused was done for the Columbia Boradcasting System. (The ~~ ~~~ ~~ 

"Item 5" reference This Kina of mekding of schmalz and gore is not the raw material ~~~ 

  

~of gentine scholarship and study, Je specie: th 

  

ee —--—“fhug-there is further deception practised upon end-hidden-fron-thisourtay 

-this-phrasing hides-it—prom-the- Gourt.But-the mere existence ofthis CBS. film. stxwkakx _. 

prlsf conwt be qrenfl aud Mle 
pak ———i-g total _disproof-of-the-spurious claims that what_plaintitt asks is prevented. 

-_bythe-family contract,—which thus,. plaintiff again emphasizes, seeks to place the onus. __ 

)--ofsuppression_on_the family... 

Among. the other things edited out to mislead this Court is plaintiff's statement, 

  

   
_"I_ was denied copies" of what was sought the failure of either the rejection of ao ae 

_the appeal of~the Motion and its aduenda to either admit this or assume the burden of © 

_ proof. and Ee ‘such denial is proper and authorized under law and regulation, fie 

| SERRaxy bees the cases) The providing of copies” “a is_ required by both aw and regukatic 

_ There is an editing that as relevant because - of the _Tequire anes at = Jaw ee 

requests be for "identifiable records™. Thus ‘pisiaeters 3 Towbar is made by edi ting to 

read, 

| "It is the only such aetomeesh 3 in the ee PT which I have  Inowledge «= 2 

—E-asked'-for-it-—or—-an-enlargement' ete, — —— ee 

+ Phere-were-and—are-other—photograghs-of which pix plaintiff knew and of which he 

  

— did: request.copies, What was edited out_of the consideration of this Gourt makes that clea



  } 

__ the President's Commission, | 
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In addition to the foregoing, there is nothing in defedfiants "STATEMENT OF MATERTAL 

FACTS AS 10 WHICH THERE IS NO GENUINE ISSUB" about which there is "no genuine issue", 
ves olao 

is false in that it does not reflect what plaintiff seeks and in misO 
4 

presetting what he does seek. He does not seek to make his own photogrpahs, as previously 

- The first 

  

- proven with direct quotation of ifthe requests, and he does seek what is wmk here hidden 

from the tourt, copiés of the existing picturés. 

~~ “The second repeats” this misrepresémtations 0 rn ns 

Phe third,” tike~the~second, ~could-be honestly represented to~ the Court wWisshet - Seearee 
  

but-it-is nat. It repeats again what~is-not-true;-that—--~-~ 

  

-plaintiff—wants- the-articles-rather than-pietures-and-that-these "artieles-are—on———-——-— i —_—_——— ee 

-- deposit —by. Virtue-of-an-agreement-dated Uctober 29, 1966.".Title only. was-transferred 

_on that day, -in_a_dubious agreement, and the "articles" were earlier and had been on __ 

Moreover, the "articles" are official evidence of an ofticial function of Government, 

__ The two remaining number paragrpahs have already been dealt with, _ 
There is genuine disagreement at their is genuine inisrepresentatibach Ave cbr, 

{ 

-4- ni ec Stee ms maar a a — ee Se ns
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Defendants' 

niggekaNonovandum of Points and Authorities" 

  

“This is an exceedingly seleetive-quotatiog, misquotation ana omission of the 

~ known’ and relevant law;amixxag-vegulations anu other claimed authorities. _ 

"Preliminary. Statement". 

--Defendants' opening words are, "Plaintiff, and author..." Yet when plaintiff made 

--..this-simple-statement..of fact in his complaint, fact well known to defendanta and. = 

  

counsel, " guxkhexeak texxepenitieadcinxfimexdataikxbyxpiaintikey - in 1 what they styles their 

- "Answer", this appears: 

"2, Defendants are without knowledge or ant formation eae to form a belief : as 

to the truth of the allegations..." ~ reece 

‘tg ‘this may appear as a wihor point and minor criticism, on several-counts.it-is___ 

“hot. The first count is the truthfulness of defendants'-and their -counsel-and what. 

Sede’ credence this Court has~basis-for-giving- their-werds-to-it. In a lengthy and detailed _ 

—) affidavit attacna-to Ptaintiffs-Motien-for-Suamary—Judgement, plaintiff set forth 

_ just how well and-for how-tong- poth-defendants- and their counsel in particular, at both 

“the Department of-Justice-and-in-the-office_of the ,[nited States Attorney, twee well 
Aram 

“kpowe that plaintiff is- an-author, So,. they. here admit the falsity of their "Answer" 

the “Gnas 
2g ARF 

    
   -- But there-was—pig Arfendants claim there is validity to the 

-—famity agreement, which. me Pieees. to those with proper credentials, ) LEE EXOMSXXAE 

—deséribed-as "Any serious, scholar orminvestigator of natters relating to the death of 

.--the. late President for purposes relevant to his study thereof". Ths, } AES 

an. gbsective. can be attributed to the initial falsehood to this 3 Yourt, another link 

) in the chain of official | suppression, an b Sekeape * = » pretend + that plaintafe aid nit, ts 

_defendants' now Eee the claimed equ eenEE GS of this said Grontvact, 

i! The misre presentation - in | abe words that : follow, alleging tag what plaintiff seeks 7 

_in this ; instant action - is = under the law he wants "to examine “and photograph, at 

_ a nn a —< pee - 

_his expense, Cental ieetis B Gh clothing worn) by the Presidents! s been dealt # it’ a 

re eee 
_ parte SAS, as eliminates again from the Gourt"a eqnsideration plaintiff’; S first


